Welcome to the Edge!

This month, the Leading Edge brings you a look at the role of the flight commander. As well as sharing ideas for how you can discuss these ideas with your flight-level leaders to help them as they take on the many challenges and responsibilities they face in today's ever-changing environments.

The Role of the Flight Commander

In many units, the flight commander is the first line of leadership. It is his or her responsibility to ensure that the flight is properly organized, staffed, trained, equipped, and administrated. This includes the planning and execution of training, field exercises, and other operations.

Questions to Consider

1. What is your Commander's Intent?
2. What is your leadership style?
3. What are your commander's expectations for you and your team?
4. How are you developing your team?
5. What are your commander's expectations for you and your team?
6. How are you developing your team?
7. What are your commander's expectations for you and your team?
8. How are you developing your team?

See the course details and sign up form at https://www.airuniversity.af.mil/LeadershipLibrary.BookSuggestionsActivity. This activity can be used as an icebreaker or after a break.

Contact Us

FlightCommandersEdge@us.af.mil
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